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Abstract. There are two popular location-based service (LBS) applica-
tions: searching k-nearest neighbor Points of Interests (kNN POIs) and
finding Nearby Friends (NF) via a social network server (SNS). Never-
theless, both applications are based on users’ current locations, and no
scheme has been devised yet to merge POIs, NF and SNS together. A
series of works were proposed to preserve users’ query privacy leaked
from service attributes of POIs or location privacy over Mobile Social
Networks (MSNs). However, their communication and computation costs
are heavy.

In this paper, we design a novel LBS application named NFPOI,
which allows users to search NF based on a given POI via an SNS. To
preserve users’ identity privacy, location privacy and query privacy, we
firstly propose Location Privacy Preserving schemes based on Ring Sig-
nature (LPPRS). In our LPPRS, (1) Both user’s real identity and real
location are kept secret from others effectively. (2) Due to the anonymity
of ring signature, the SNS was allowed to return query results while
it cannot distinguish the real sender when processing a query message.
Thus, the sender’s query privacy is preserved even though the SNS knows
the actual attributes and locations of POIs. (3) Neither a fully trusted
third party (TTP) nor a pre-shared secret key with friends is required.
A semi-TTP scheme and a TTP-free scheme were proposed respectively
with different trade-offs in efficiency and security level. (4) Communica-
tion and computation costs for user side are less than existing works.

Keywords: Location privacy-preserving · Ring signature · Points of
interests · Mobile social networks

1 Introduction

Location based services (LBS) are of great importance in our daily life. One
LBS application is location-based searching, which allows users to query kNN
POIs. For instance, Alice1 can use the Google map to check how many bars,
cinemas, or hospitals are within a radius of 3 km based on her current location.
1 Alice represents a user or a user’s device in this work.
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Note that searching kNN POIs does not rely on MSNs, i.e., the information in
Alice’s social network, such as Alice’s friend lists.

MSNs construct a sharing medium for individuals’ daily communication. Via
a SNS, provided by Twitter for instance, users can create profiles and share per-
sonal data like videos and pictures with friends in their social networks. Location
sharing among social network friends is another popular function of SNS. After
uploading a current location to SNS, users can query NF.

The searching goals of the above two functions are individual. One is for
kNN POIs but another one is for NF. However, no LBS application achieves
the two goals at the same time and thus cannot satisfy some specific cases. For
example, Alice is currently in New York and she can search for friends near the
hotel in London where she has booked or she can choose a hotel which is more
likely near her friends living in London. Motivated by such demands, we design
a novel application for searching NF based on a given POI via a SNS. We define
it as NFPOI, which also allows users to search nearby POIs.

Since both of the LBS applications are based on a user’s current and precise
location, privacy concerns are raised by sensitive information leakage. The first
one is location privacy that is revealed from the disclosure of users’ exact
locations. For instance, some fitness tracking APPs like Strava allows its users to
record and share their jogging routes. However, in 2018, it was reported that the
location of a secret US army base was leaked by the locations shared in the APP.
Another one is query privacy leaked from the service attribute of POIs, e.g.,
amusement services, medical services, catering services, especially when a sender
issues POIs query with the same service attribute continuously in a period. For
example, if Alice frequently queries bars, an adversary can infer that Alice is
an alcoholic and she may face some health issues caused by over drinking. As
shown in [1], the adversary also can infer the sender’s interests, health condition,
eating habits, and so forth by analyzing the sender’s POIs. In our LPPRS, a
continuous NFPOI query refers that a sender continuously searches NF based
on POIs with the same service attribute in a period. Otherwise, we denote that
the user does a non-continuous NFPOI query.

To protect users’ location privacy, a number of schemes are proposed, such as
k-anonymity [2–5], dummy locations [6–9], obfuscation [10,11], mix zone [12,13],
spatial transformation [14,15] and homomorphic encryption (HE) [16–19]. For
query privacy, private information retrieval (PIR) proposed in [20–23] is a useful
algorithm.

The k-anonymity and dummy location are applied to construct a cloak region
for a user’s location with k − 1 locations, which can be obtained from the user
or a TTP. Different from the dummy location algorithm, the k − 1 locations of
k-anonymity can be exact or dummy. The obfuscation algorithm is to select an
appropriate location (not a cloak area) to substitute a user’s exact location. For
mix zone, a TTP will help a user change her identity when her location is in a spe-
cific zone,mixing the user’s identitywith others, but users cannot change locations.
The space transformation is to map a user’s location into another space with a
one-way transformation. Paillier [16] and BV [17] are two popular HE algorithms
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applied in privacy-preserving, achieving additive homomorphic and full homomor-
phic respectively. The PIR allows a user to retrieve POIs from servers with indexes
while the user does not reveal any content of POIs. More introductions about loca-
tions privacy protection can be found in recent surveys [24–26].

Limitations of Existing Works on Location Privacy and Query Pri-
vacy. (1) The k-anonymity algorithm in continuous queries is vulnerable to
location-dependent attacks [27] and attackers can recognize users’ identities with
an anonymized graph [28]. (2) The accuracy is reduced when a query message
is processed under a cloak region, e.g., k-anonymity and dummy location. (3)
Users need to reveal their exact locations to a TTP, e.g., mix zone. (4) The com-
munications and computations costs for users or servers sides are heavy, e.g.,
HE, PIR.

Fig. 1. Linkage between sender’s identity and query message.

Furthermore, we find that the linkage between a sender and her query mes-
sage is revealed to SNS directly in most existing schemes and thus allows SNS to
infer more sensitive information, Fig. 1(a). For example, according to the loca-
tion of POI, e.g., a bar, the sender’s location, and her friends’ IDs, SNS can infer
that the sender’s or her friends’ future locations may be the specific bar with
a high probability. Thus, besides location privacy and query privacy, hiding the
linkage between the sender’s query message and identity is essential. Since ring
signature is a more powerful tool than k-anonymous to achieve anonymity, we
apply a RingCT 3.0 algorithm proposed by Yuen et al. [29] to achieve anony-
mous query, Fig. 1(b). A comparison between k-anonymity and ring signature is
presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison between k-anonymity and ring signature

k-anonymity • Anonymize a sender’s exact location for LBS

• Cannot resist location-dependent and anonymized graph attack for continuous

queries

• Cannot satisfy unconditional anonymity and cloak region easily causes vague query

results

Ring signature • Anonymize the linkage between a sender’s identity and query message

• SNS can only distinguish the real sender with the probability of 1/ring size even

for continuous queries

• Allow users to submit an exact location of POI to SNS without compromising the

accuracy of query results
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In this work, therefore, we design a lightweight and anonymous framework
for NFPOI query, which preserves the sender’s location privacy, query privacy
and identity privacy simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, no mechanism
satisfying all requirements has been proposed yet.

Our Contributions. We propose location privacy-preserving schemes over
MSNs based on ring signature (LPPRS) in two different security settings: with
Semi-TTP and without TTP. In our scheme 1, there are three entities: User,
Social Network Server (SNS) and Cloud Server (CS). CS is a semi-trusted third
party. Our scheme 2 is TTP-free. The main contributions of our LPPRS are as
follows.

1) Proposed a novel LBS application over MSNs combining POI and
NF together. Our NFPOI successfully breaks the limitation of either POIs
query or NF query. Via a SNS, NFPOI allows users to search NF based on a
given POI. Thus, it can be used as a practical LBS searching fashion.

2) Identity privacy and location privacy are preserved. Instead of
inputting email addresses or telephone numbers to SNS, only ring signature
public keys are used to denote users’ identities. Thus, users’ registration IDs
do not reveal any personal information to SNS. Users’ location privacy is pro-
tected by submitting substitution locations to SNS. Different from algorithms
discussed above, it is efficient because no heavy computation or communica-
tion cost is involved.

3) Anonymous query and query privacy are preserved. Due to the
anonymity property of ring signature, although SNS can learn that the query
message including exact location and attribute of POI is sent from the ring
members, it cannot find out the real sender with an unnegligible probability.
Thus, anonymous query is guaranteed in LPPRS. In addition, as it is impos-
sible for SNS to distinguish whether two query messages are sent from the
same user, query privacy is preserved after sending continuous queries.

4) Achieved Semi-TTP and TTP-free. In LPPRS, only a semi-trusted third
party is involved in scheme 1 (Sect. 4.1). Computation cost of CS is trivial, as
it only helps users select ring members and forwards messages to SNS. Apart
from the sender’s identity privacy, user’s location privacy and query privacy
will not be leaked to CS. Additionally, scheme 2 (Sect. 4.2) removes the need
of utilizing a semi-trusted third party by using anonymity networks or anony-
mous algorithms and requiring the SNS to perform public key encryption.

5) Achieve session key free. Different from previous works, users do not share
any session key with social network friends in advance, thus avoiding privacy
leakage caused by dishonest friends when users share the session key with them.

2 Preliminaries

Ring signature was proposed by Rivest et al. [30] in 2001. A ring is formed by
n public keys Y among which one is the signer’s public key and the remaining
public keys are from n − 1 other users. The signer generates a ring signature
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for a message using his own secret key. A verifier can validate the signature for
the message with the ring Y . The ring signature provides anonymity for the
signer in the ring Y without using a trusted third party or a group manager.
The unconditional anonymity of ring signature makes the attacker unable to
distinguish the actual signer with probability greater than 1/n, ever though the
attacker has infinitely powerful computation and can access to an unbounded
number of chosen-message signatures signed with the same ring members.

RingCT 3.0. Many ring signature schemes are proposed since the invention
of ring signature. In 2019, Yuen et al. [29] proposed a new ring signature
scheme named RingCT3.0 protocol to protect the privacy of a sender in Monero
blockchain transaction. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, it is the short-
est ring signature scheme without trusted setup up to now. Thus, we use the
RingCT 3.0 as a building block of our protocol2.

3 System Descriptions and Threat Model

3.1 System Descriptions

Fig. 2. Framework of Scheme 1. Fig. 3. Privacy preserving objects and
methods.

The framework of scheme 1 is shown in Fig. 2. There are three entities:
Users, Social Network Server (SNS), Cloud Server (CS). Scheme 2 is TTP-free
by moving the setting of CS.

Users. They can access CS and SNS via a smart device such as smartphone,
smartwatch, iPad, and so on.

SNS. It carries out users’ query messages based on their social network friends
lists and locations.
2 The details of RingCT 3.0 are in the full version.
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CS. It assists users in three ways. (1) CS helps users select ring members for each
location query. Since Alice’s friend list is revealed to SNS, the ring members can-
not be selected from Alice’s friends simply. Otherwise, SNS can easily recognize
that Alice is the sender by checking ring members’ common friends. Besides, we
require that the ring members must be registered users in SNS. Hence, it is not
easy for Alice to construct a ring without the knowledge from users who are not
her social friends. (2) CS conveys users’ ring signatures to SNS. (3) CS extracts
the final encrypted query results sent from SNS with a sender’s ring index. It
can prevent the sender from decrypting the query results of the n− 1 decoy ring
members. Therefore, this step provides protection against malicious users.

As shown in Fig. 3, the ring signature is applied to sign a sender’s query
message, and a ring signature public key is used to hide the sender’s identity.

Substitution Location (sl): It is used to preserve users’ exact locations. Sim-
ilar to the works [10,11], we assume that there are some public buildings such as
subway stations, bus stops, supermarkets, etc., around a user’s current location.
A nearby public location (not a cloak region) will be selected to replace the
exact location in LPPRS. The choice is flexible, depending on the user’s current
location. For example, if Alice’s current location is near a subway station exit,
then that location is a better substitution.

District of Substitution Location and Ring Members: The district of
substitution location represents a larger area, such as a town or a suburb. Since
the location of POI is independent on the sender’s substitution location, we
propose that ring members are selected randomly from users who are in the
same district as the sender’s.

3.2 System Threat Model

The assumptions of system threat model in LPPRS are as follows.

1) The communications between three entities in LPPRS are via a secure chan-
nel. Thus, an eavesdropping attack is not considered in LPPRS.

2) Both CS and SNS are honest-but-curious, which means that they will execute
schemes honestly while intend to infer more private information. In general,
an entity is defined as a TTP when it knows each user’s real identity, location,
query message and query result, such as the setting of CT in [31]. Thus, similar
to [32], we define that CS in our LPPRS is a semi-trusted entity (semi-TTP)
since it does not have users’ real query messages, exact locations and real
query results.

3) Following to the works [31–33], we assume that CS and SNS cannot be con-
trolled by the same adversary, because they are managed by two individual
institutions. In other words, CS and SNS do not collude with each other.

4) CS and SNS can monitor users’ information running in the system, respec-
tively, including users’ historical substitution locations, query messages, query
results, and so on. Meanwhile, both entities receive all public parameters of
algorithms applied in the mechanism.
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Fig. 4. Steps of NFPOI query in scheme 1.

4 Our LPPRS

4.1 Construction of Scheme 1

Registration in Social Network Server. Alice’s registration identity (ID) in
SNS is a ring public key YA. We suppose that each user’s ID is different from
others. In LPPRS, based on the location of a POI, uploading personal location
to SNS is not the prerequisite for NFPOI query. Thus, if Alice is willing to reveal
it to social network friends, she can upload a substitution location slA to SNS.

Registration in Cloud Server. Alice’s ID in CS is also YA. Once Alice updates
her ID in SNS, she will send the new ID to CS simultaneously. Different from
SNS, CS records Alice’s ring and corresponding index of her query message.
Besides, instead of sending a slA, Alice only sends the district of slA to CS once
she has updated her location in SNS.

Query Steps. There are seven steps in scheme 1, seeing Fig. 4.

– Step 1: Alice sets qm. Firstly, to prevent CS from knowing query results
sending from SNS, Alice randomly generates a one-time-key KID−SNS of
AES3. Instead of sending KID−SNS to SNS directly, Alice adds the key into
a query message denoted by qm = (POIloc, qd,KID−SNS), where POIloc
is the exact location of POI, and qd is a radius of query distance. Secondly,
Alice encrypts qm to get CID−SNS = EPKSNS

(qm), where PKSNS is a RSA4

public key of SNS.
3 AES represents a symmetric encryption algorithm in this work.
4 RSA represents an asymmetric encryption algorithm in this work. Note that RSA

can be replaced by Elliptic Curve Cryptography or other asymmetric encryption
algorithms in trade-offs in efficiency and security.
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Suppose that Alice desires to search kNN friends within qd = 2 km, denoted
the query region by �qd. Due to the distance between a user’s real location
and substitution location, a border case is that the user’s substitution location
is outside �qd, while the user’s real location is inside �qd. Since SNS performs
qm based on users’ substitution locations, SNS will not add the user to its
query result. For this case, we propose that qd sent to SNS is larger than
2 km, e.g., 4 km (double times), flexibly avoiding omitting all kNN friends
within �qd=2km. Besides, we set that results returned by SNS are recorded
increasingly based on the distance among POIloc and her friends’ locations
(seeing Step 5). Thus, Alice can quickly learn about whose location is around
and can obtain those friends’ exact locations by privately communicating with
them.

– Step 2: Alice asks ring Y from CS. Based on Alice’s district, CS selects
n − 1 ring members from its MCS randomly and keeps the ring index. After
that, CS sends ring Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn) to Alice. On the other hand, if Alice
does continuous queries, then ring Y and its indexes are the same as the first
time during the whole period. Otherwise, ring Y is deleted by CS and Alice
after a NFPOI query.

– Step 3: Alice computes σ for CID−SNS. Once Alice obtains the ring Y
from CS, Alice keeps her index secretly. Based on RingCT 3.0, Alice computes
a ring signature σ for CID−SNS . After that, Alice sends (CID−SNS , σ) to CS.
For CS, once it receives Alice’s query message, it firstly records Alice’s ring
Y and index. Later, CS sends (CID−SNS , σ, (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn)) to SNS.

– Step 4: SNS verifies σ. For σ, if it is valid, SNS decrypts CID−SNS with
its RSA private key to get the query message, and keeps the session key
KID−SNS secretly. Otherwise, SNS rejects the query.

– Step 5: SNS performs qm based on ring Y . Firstly, due to the anonymity
of ring signature, SNS cannot find out that qm = (POIloc, qd,KID−SNS)
is sent from Alice. Thus, SNS carries out qm based on (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn) and
records results from Y1 to Yn sequentially. Denoted query results for ring Y
by rSNS = (r1, r2, ..., rn) and rs is the query result for ring member in Y with
index s, (s = 1, ..., n). In general, rs is a set and its each element is in the
form of (dt, IDt, slt), where t is a number of Y ′

s friends whose substitution
locations are in �qd=4km, dt is a distance satisfying dt = dist(POIloc, slt) <
qd, and IDt represents a Y ′

s friend. We require that SNS records results
according to dt increasingly. The smaller value of dt implies the nearer friend.
Secondly, SNS encrypts each ri with the session key KID−SNS and gets Ri =
EKID−SNS

(ri). Denoted the ciphertext results by RSNS = (R1, R2, ..., Rn).
Finally, SNS sends RSNS to CS.

– Step 6: CS extracts result Rs. After receiving RSNS = (R1, R2, ..., Rn)
from SNS, CS exacts the result Rs with index s, sends it to Alice, and discards
the rest results.

– Step 7: Alice decrypts Rs. Finally, Alice can learn about how many friends
are nearby the POI by decrypting Rs with KID−SNS .
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4.2 Construction of Scheme 2

Registration in SNS. Firstly, each user generates a RSA public key, denoted as
RSAID. Secondly, since users’ IDs are ring public keys, we assume that all IDs in
SNS are public. Besides, users’ location districts are also published by SNS. Thus,
Alice’s public information is in the form of (YA, RSAYA

, country/city, district),
if she has updated a location to SNS. Otherwise, her public information is (YA,
RSAYA

,⊥,⊥). Note that all users’ social relationships are not published.

Query Steps. Without the setting of CS, there are six steps in scheme 2.

– Step 1: Alice sets qm. In scheme 2, a symmetric random private key
is removed from qm, qm = (POIloc, qd). Next, Alice encrypts qm to get
CID−SNS = EPKSNS

(qm).
– Step 2: Alice selects ring Y personally. Based on the public information

offered by SNS, the same as scheme 1, Alice randomly selected ring Y from
the same district with her location. If Alice needs continuous queries, then
she will keep ring Y and use it to sign new qm during the period of continuous
queries. Otherwise, ring Y is deleted after obtaining query results.

– Step 3: Alice computes σ for CID−SNS. Firstly, Alice computes a ring
signature σ for CID−SNS , and sends message {CID−SNS , σ, (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn))}
to SNS. Secondly, similar to [18], we assume that the communication between
Alice and SNS is via anonymized algorithms [34] or an anonymized network
(e.g., Tor5).

– Step 4: SNS verifies σ. (This step is the same as scheme 1.)
– Step 5: SNS carries out qm based on ring Y . Different from scheme 1,

SNS encrypts query results rSNS = (r1, r2, ..., rn) with each ring member’s
RSAID, getting Rs = ERSAYs

(rs), s = 1, ..., n. Next, SNS returns RSNS =
(R1, R2, ..., Rn) to the sender.

– Step 6: Alice decrypts the query result. After obtaining RSNS , Alice
selects the result with her ring index, and decrypts it with RSA secret key.
Note that even though Alice can obtain all ring members’ results, she only can
obtain her own friends’ information by decrypting the result with personal
RSA private key.

Note that following to scheme 2, SNS also can apply RSA to encrypt rSNS =
(r1, r2, ..., rn) in scheme 1, while considering the setting of CS and the efficiency
of AES, we adopt AES to encrypt query results instead of RSA for scheme 1.

5 Schemes Comparison and Security Analysis

5.1 Scheme Comparison

Comparisons among LPPRS and other schemes are shown in Table 2.

5 https://www.torproject.org/.

https://www.torproject.org/
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Table 2. Comparison between LPPRS and other schemes. The following symbols are
used: DS: Digital Signature, FL: friends’ list, qt: query type, qd: query distance, qm:
query message, σ: ring signature, f: the number of friends, [#x]: runs for x-times.

Scheme User User Server(s) Server(s)

Comp. cost Comm. cost Comp. cost knows

[31] DS.Sign ID||qt||qd CT: pseudonyms & dummy loc CT & SNS: ID & fake IDs

U-CT-SNS-LS AES[#1+f] RSA.Enc & RSA.Dec CT: loc & dummy locs

(TTP: CT) SNS: DS.Verify SNS: FL

LS: RSA.Enc LS: fake IDs & dummy locs

[33] RSA.Enc ID||qt||qd||loc.cipher SNS: pseudonyms & k-anonymity SNS: ID & fake IDs & FL

U-SNS-LS AES[#4] LS: RSA.Dec & AES[#2] LS: fake ID & real loc

[35] Broadcast Enc, DS.Sign ID||qt||qd SNS: pseudonyms & DS.Verify SNS: ID & fake IDs & FL

U-SNS-LS AES[# > 2+f] LS: AES[#2] & DS.Sign LS: fake ID & real loc

[36] ORE.Enc[#2] multi-qm.cipher SNS: ORE.Cmp SNS: ID & loc.cipher

U-SNS ORE.QGen Index construction

AES[# > f] Index maintenance

[18] CP-ABE (To a friend) negligible SNS: ID & FL

U-SNS Paillier HE multi-times comm. (mainly computed by users)

Functional Enc

[1] DUMMY-Q multi-(loc||POIs) LS: multi-query processing LS: ID & real loc

U-LS technique

[32] Hilbert Curve loc||POI SA: anonymity area SA: ID

U-SA-LS RSA.Enc compute redundant results

(Semi-TTP : SA) LS: RSA.Dec & loc transform

[37] RSA.Enc[#2], RSA.Dec[#2] multi-times comm. LS: RSA.Dec[#2] LS: ID & real qm

U-LS Bilinear Pairing[#n] RSA.Enc[#2]

Deniable Authentication Bilinear Pairing

Ours. 1 RSA.Enc qm.cipher||σ SNS: RSA.Dec CS: sender’s ring index

U-CS-SNS Ring.Sign Ring.Verify SNS: FL & real qm

(Semi-TTP : CS) AES AES[#n]

Ours. 2 RSA.Enc qm.cipher||σ SNS: RSA.Dec SNS: FL & real qm

U-SNS Ring.Sign Ring.Verify

RSA.Dec RSA.Enc[#n]

• Column 1 (Scheme): For each scheme, we summarize the involved entities
such as User (U), SNS, location server (LS), cloud server (CS). CT repre-
sents Cell Tower in [31] and SA represents Semi-Anonymizer in [32]. We also
describe the type of TTP used if there is one.

• Column 2 (A user’s comp.cost6): The cryptographic operations computed by
a user are listed. We use [# ] to represent the number of times when an algo-
rithm runs by the user multiple times. For example, in [31], the sender runs
the AES once in registration period. Besides, a query result includes several
locations, encrypted by friends’ private keys respectively. Thus, the sender
totally needs to perform the AES for (1+f) times, denoted as AES[#1+f],
where f is the number of friends of a query result.

• Column 3 (A user’s comm.cost7): To simplify, we only compare a user’s
comm.cost of sending query messages, excluding registration and location
updating periods. Note that the loc.cipher and qm.cipher represent the cipher-
text of location and query message respectively. The multi-times comm.
means there are multiple communications between two entities. Unless other-
wise specified, the user sends the query to the party connected to U in column
1.

• Column 4 (Comm.cost of server(s)): Its description is similar to column 2.
• Column 5 (Sever knows): We summarize a user’s privacy that is revealed to

server(s).

Detailed comparisons in different perspectives are given as follows.
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TTP. Our scheme 1 and [32] have a semi-TTP, which both cannot obtain users’
real IDs and locations, but the semi-TTP in [32] needs to help users perform
extra computations for query results. [1,37] are TTP-free schemes, but [1] only
focus on preserving user’s query privacy, and user’s comp.cost and comm.cost
are all heavy in [37]. Our scheme 2 is TTP-free, offering privacy-preserving for
a user’s identity, location and query message simultaneously.

Comp.cost (User and server(s)). In our LPPRS, for each query, the sender
only needs to compute the RSA, AES and ring signature one time, respectively.
However, in [31,33,35,36], the sender needs to run the RSA or AES several times.
Besides, due to the running costs of CP-ABE/Hilbert curve/Bilinear Pairing,
user’s comp.cost from [18,32,37] are significant. Different from [31,33,35,36],
comp.cost for server side in [18] is negligible, since the computation is mainly
done by two parties for each query. Comparing to [37], our LPPRS is lightweight
as the server does not need to perform the bilinear pairing operations.

Comm.cost (User). In our LPPRS, a query message sent to the server only
includes a RSA ciphertext and a ring siganture. However, in [1,36], the sender’s
query message either contains multiple dummy POIs or multiple locations
encrypted with AES. For [18,37], the user has to interact with her friend or
the server multi-times. Thus, user’s comm.costs in [1,18,36,37] are all heavy.

Server(s) Knows. In our LPPRS, a user’s real ID and location are not revealed
to any party as they are preserved by a ring public key and a substitution location
respectively. However, at least one server knows a user’s real identity or location
in [1,18,31–33,35–37]. For query privacy, our schemes and [37] allow SNS to
obtain an anonymous query message in the form of plaintext. Our LPPRS is
based on the ring signature that preserves query privacy perfectly, while [37]
enables the sender to deny her behavior when the server tells her data to others,
with a deniable ring authentication algorithm.

Searching Method and Session Key. Based on users’ current locations,
schemes [18,31,33,35,36] and [1,32,37] are designed to offer privacy-preserving
for searching kNN NF and POIs respectively. Our NFPOI focuses on NF search-
ing based on a given POI via SNS. In addition, different from [31,33,35,36],
we do not require users to share session keys with friends, successfully avoiding
privacy leakage from malicious users. Due to the length limitation, we do not
show both items in Table 2.

5.2 Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze that the sensitive information that CS and SNS intend
to infer is preserved when they perform inference attacks.

For SNS, it knows all users’ friends lists, query messages, ring members and
some users’ substitution locations, while it desires to infer the real sender and
users’ exact locations. For CS, it stores users’ historical and current districts of
substitution locations, encrypted query messages, encrypted query results, ring
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members and ring indexes, while it hopes to acquire the plaintext of users’ query
message, query results and exact locations.

Inference Attack Resistant: A mechanism is inference attack resistant if an
adversary in probabilistic polynomial time cannot infer a user’s real value over
a possibility ε, where ε depends on the secure parameter of a specific privacy
preserving algorithm.

Property 1. Our LPPRS is inference attack resistant to SNS.

(1) Given a query message signed by Alice YA with a ring Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn),
the possibility that SNS infers the real sender is ε = 1

n .

Analysis 1: Firstly, if Alice does not need continuous query, different query
message is signed with different ring Y = (Y1, Y2, ..., Yn). Each ring member in
Y is selected from whole registration IDs of SNS, as long as they are in the
same district as Alice. Besides, the location of POI is independent on Alice’s
substitution location. Thus, SNS cannot find out Alice by matching each ring
member’s substitution location with the location of POI. In addition, each ring
Y is generated randomly and the ring members are not chosen from Alice’s
social network friends. Thus, even though SNS has all users’ social friends lists,
it cannot recognize Alice by checking ring members’ common friends, or via
performing joint analysis based on a large number of ring signatures.

Secondly, if Alice needs a continuous query, all of her query messages are
signed with the same ring and index. Hence, due to the perfect anonymity of
ring signature, it is impossible for SNS to find out whether two query messages
are sent from the same user. Therefore, without the knowledge of the ring index,
even though SNS obtains POI and its exact location, it only has the possibility
of 1

n to identify Alice as the real sender.

(2) Given a substitution location sending from Alice, the possibility that SNS
deduces Alice’s exact location is ε = 1

w .

Analysis 2: Suppose Alice’s substitution location is a subway station, and there
are ’w’ buildings around it. Since the substitution location is selected by Alice
secretly, SNS can infer Alice’s exact location with the possibility of 1

w at most,
even though SNS knows that what buildings are near the subway station.

Property 2. Our LPPRS is inference attack resistant to CS.

Analysis 3: As a semi-TTP, CS receives query messages from users and query
results from SNS. For Alice’s query message qm = (POIloc, qd,KID−SNS), it is
encrypted with PKSNS . The corresponding private key of PKSNS is kept by
SNS secretly, so CS only owns the ciphertext of Alice’s query message.

For query results RSNS = (R1, R2, ..., Rn) sending from SNS, they are
encrypted by SNS with a systematic key KID−SNS , generated by Alice secretly
and randomly. Hence, given RSNS , without the knowledge of KID−SNS , CS
cannot obtain the plaintexts of them.
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For users’ locations, CS only obtains districts of users’ substitution location,
so the possibility that CS can infer Alice’s real location is far less than 1

w .
From analysis 1 and analysis 3, we can conclude that Alice’s query privacy

and the linkage between her ID and query messages are preserved anonymously.
From analysis 2, we can deduce that users’ location privacy is also preserved.

6 Evaluation

This section shows that our LPPRS are practical, via evaluating communication
and computation costs for the user side and server side, respectively.

– Comm.cost: RSA, AES and ring signature (RS) are three main algorithms
applied in LPPRS. For RSA and AES, the key length is represented by 2048
bytes and 256 bytes respectively. For 2048-byte RSA with PKCS#1 padding,
the ciphertext size is 256 bytes for every 245 bytes message. For a ring size
of n, the ring signature size of RingCT 3.0 is 2�log2(n)� + 7 elements in G

and 7 elements in Zp. Based on Curve 25519, each element in G and Zp

has the length of 33 bytes and 32 bytes respectively. Thus, we have |σ| =
(2 log n + 7) ∗ 33 + 7 ∗ 32 = 66 log n + 455 bytes. For a ring size of 1024, the
signature is 1115 bytes.

– Comp.cost (User):
• RSA.Enc. It is used to encrypt query message, CID−SNS = EPKSNS

(qm).
• RS.Sign. To sign CID−SNS , a ring signature of RingCT 3.0 is dominated

by 3 multi-exponentiations in G of size 2n + 1, 2n and n + 1 respectively,
where n is the size of ring members.

• AES.Dec. It is performed to get final result rs. (Scheme 1)
• RSA.Dec. It is performed to get final result rs. (Scheme 2)

Note that the above computations can be done offline by users.
– Comp.cost (SNS)

• RS.Verify. It is dominated by 2 multi-exponentiations in G of size 2n +
2log2n + 1 and n + 4 respectively.

• RSA.Dec. SNS applies it to decrypt CID−SNS and obtain qm.
• Perform qm. SNS calculates results rSNS based on qm and ring Y .
• AES.Enc. To obtain ciphertexts RSNS of rSNS . (Scheme 1)
• RSA.Enc. To obtain ciphertexts RSNS of rSNS . (Scheme 2)

– Comp.cost (CS): CS does not need to perform any cryptographic algorithm.
It just needs to select ring members and forward information between users
and SNS.

– The total running time of LPPRS: The running time of RS.Sign and
RS.Verify of RingCT 3.0 for different ring members n are given in [29]. Refer-
ring to the test data of AES and RSA algorithms providing by Crypto++
library8, the running time in LPPRS for AES or RSA algorithm is negligible.
Thus, the total running time of SNS (TSNS) is mainly dominated by the time
of RS.Verify (TRS.V erify) and the computing time of query message (Tqm),

8 https://www.cryptopp.com/benchmarks.html.

https://www.cryptopp.com/benchmarks.html
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TSNS ≈ TRS.V erify +Tqm. Based on RingCT 3.0, even if the size n of a ring is
1000, its’ verification time is less than 3 s. Thus, TRS.V erify does not increase
TSNS remarkably. For Tqm, it is reasonable to set that SNS calculates results
for ring members simultaneously, instead of one by one. Therefore, we can
conclude that our LPPRS is practical to protect users’ privacy with the ring
signature.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a new LBS application named NFPOI, which firstly
combines SNS with POI and NF. Additionally, two privacy preserving frame-
works (semi-TTP and TTP-free) based on ring signature are proposed in our
LPPRS, aiming to offer anonymity for a sender’s query message, and preserve
the sender’s location privacy and query privacy efficiently.

Firstly, ring signature is applied to sign the ciphertext of a query message.
Based on the anonymity of ring signature, LPPRS supports SNS to return query
results for a query message while it cannot find out who is the real sender. Thus,
query privacy is preserved even when the sender does continuous queries. Sec-
ondly, a lightweight location privacy preserving algorithm called substitution
location is applied to hide users’ real locations. Thirdly, no entity in LPPRS is
assumed fully trusted and the pre-sharing session key for friends is not required.
Furthermore, our LPPRS is secure under inference attacks. Finally, users’ com-
munication costs and computation costs are lower than previous works according
to comparisons shown in Table 2.

In LPPRS, the anonymity of a query message is related to the size of ring
members n, which also influences the computations costs of SNS. Thus, the
balance between the anonymity and the ring size n is a trade-off.
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